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The stratigraphy and palaeogeography of the northern Eurasian Pleistocene is recorded in Caspian Sea sediments.
They contain a unique record of major regional and continental phenomena (e.g. glacial-interglacial cycles of the
Russian plain, the Caucasus and Central Asia, and links to the oceans during marine high-stands) as well as of
global climate change. To fully understand this record there is an urgent need for an accurate numerically-based
chronology for the marine history. This will allow a more accurate analysis and prediction of the regional and
continental changes in the environment.
The Lower Volga is ideally suited for understanding the Caspian Sea Pleistocene history. Quaternary sections are
continuous, and contain both marine and subaerial sediments and considerable palaeontological diversity. As a
result the Lower Volga region has been studied intensively over a long period (Fedorov, 1957; Vasiliev, 1961;
Moskvitin 1962, Svitoch, Rychagov and others) resulting in a considerable body of basic palaeogeographical
information for the region.
Past attempts to establish an absolute chronology for these deposits are based almost entirely on radiocarbon
dating, often of individual shells. This approach is of course limited to sediments <50 ka but in addition this
method has provided inconsistent ages. Because of this, no consensus view of the transgression/regression history
has developed. In an attempt to resolve these problems, a major IGCP project (IGCP-481) was established to
re-date the more recent transgressions using radiocarbon. Unfortunately, most ages were again unexpectedly
young and stratigraphically inconsistent, and radiocarbon dating was unable to resolve two distinct transgressions,
the Early and Late Khvalynian. Based on clear palaeontological and geomorphological evidence, these must be
very different in age, but shells associated with both transgressions gave very scattered ages of between 8 and 50
ka. It is presumed that these difficulties arose because of reservoir effects and the very thin shell developed by
many fauna during cold periods.
Three sites with thick Late Khvalynian chocolate-clay strata, with characteristic Khvalynian fauna were selected
for sampling. These strata, sandwiched between loess above and sandy marine sediments below, are located in
the northern part of the Lower Volga, on both sides of the Volga-Akhtuba valley near Volgograd. Field work was
undertaken in 2015 and 2017.
For the first time in the Caspian region we obtain an unambiguous age for the Early Khvalynian chocolate clay
marker horizon. This horizon is widespread throughout the Lower Volga, and has previously been dated to both
before and after the LGM; our ages clearly place this important unit at the end of MIS2. We conclude that OSL
dating has the potential to resolve many of the major chronological questions in the Caspian Sea basin.
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